Influence of cyclic normal stress on shear friction of EGS granite fractures
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Cyclic Soft Hydraulic Fracturing

Cyclic Hydraulic Fracturing & Continuous Hydraulic Fracturing

WHP (MPa)
Injection Rate (L/s)

Key
Parameters

Target values

Volume

< 2000 m3

WHP

< 20 MPa
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Periodic changes of injection rate
Allow for relaxation of peak stress at the
fracture surface

15

Cyclic shearing performa a lower friction response
6.37MPa±10%, 0.2Hz

Constant 6.37MPa

Solution:
Newton-Raphson
Method
Mechanisms
of Cyclic
Shear FrictionIterative
on Granite
fracture
A powder-lubrication layer were produced along the shearing asperity
Higher frequency creates finer powder

Flow Rate
< 10 L/s
Duration
< 10 days
Seismicity Magnitude < 2.0
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Injection Time (Days)

Contrast to Hydraulic Fracturing:
Low rate
low pressure
low seismic→ Soft

Cyclic Shear Friction Properties

Why Cyclic soft stimulation?

Frequency
Simulation results from a mining
field (Arno Zang, et al. 2013 )

Activate NF shearing: Hydraulic fatigue, Lower friction
Seismic control: Relaxation of seismic energy
Stimulation: Enhance fracture permeability

Horizon 2020: Soft stimulation treatment
Solution: Cyclic hydraulic and multi-stage stimulation in
granites and tight sandstones
Objectives: Reduce seismic and environmental risks
First field application of the cyclic soft stimulation
concept at the Pohang EGS project

Scratch-free area
Quartz : SiO2
Feldspar:CaAl2Si2O8
Plagioclase
Amphibole
Dolomite : CaMg(CO3)2
Clay : Al/Mg/Si/O

Scratch area

Amplitude

Hydraulic and seismological field observations
(http://www.destress-h2020.eu)

Motivation

Mineralogy: Soft minerals were removed

✓ Frequency of the required shear force is
consistent with that of cyclic normal force
✓ Same Frequency & No Time Shift between the
normal force and shear force
✓ Frictional coefficient behaves an irregular
variation

To understand effects of cyclic loading on shear friction of pre-existing fracture
Mechanisms that dictate cyclic shear friction and the reservoir stimulation

Cyclic shear friction properties under a normal stress of (a)
0.2 Hz, (b) 0.3 Hz, (c) 0.5 Hz, (d) 0.8 Hz (6.37 MPa±10%).

Element distribution within the granite fracture surface (a)
before and (b) after experiments, 6.37±0.64MPa, 0.5Hz.

✓ Strong frequency dependency of cyclic shear
friction
✓ Amplitude displays the irregular influence
✓ High-frequency normal stress reduces friction
coefficient 20.4% (0.35-0.25)
✓ Deviation with frequency tends to be less

UMT-TriboLab

Conditions:

Smaller amplitude: irregular required shear force
6.37 MPa±10% : unstable amplitude
6.37 MPa±16% : frictional coefficient decreased
Max. Frictional Coefficient : 6.37MPa±10%
Min. Frictional Coefficient : 6.37MPa±16%

Frequency dependency

Laboratory Cyclic Shear Friction
Cyclic shear friction Test

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Microstructure observed under different cyclic normal stress frequency

Change of elements content after
the cyclic shear friction

Higher Frequency: the tip of asperities is easier to be sheared
Lower Frequency: the root of asperities is easier to be sheared
Cyclic shear friction properties under a normal stress of (a)
6.37 MPa±2%, (b) 6.37 MPa±6%, (c) 6.37 MPa±10%, (d)
6.37 MPa±16% (0.1Hz).
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Constant slip velocity & Cyclic normal force, Direct
shear, High resolution control by programing

𝝓20×13mm
Shear direction

Obtained Data:
Normal displacement of upper
block at different cyclic frequency

Modified from a UMT-TriboLab

Required shear force & Frictional coefficient

Jumping shear:

Specimen preparation
𝜙20×13mm cylinder with
upper one chamfering

20.4%

Density
(g/cm3)

Young
modulus (GPa)

Poisson
ratio

UCS (MPa)

2.66±0.01

26.2±2.9

0.119±0.015

110.1±15.5

✓ Normal displacement of upper block changes up and down
✓ Asperities is loosened and pressed repeatedly

irregular shear behavior resulted from amplitude change

Coring

Box-plot of frequency dependencies of frictional coefficients.

↓

✓ Various amplitude making the contact position of asperities change instantaneously
✓ Interaction between the crushing asperities are more complicated

80 mesh sandpaper
↓

Surface roughness scanning
↓

SEM-EDS

Experimental scheme
5 Frequencies + 5 Amplitudes

Cylindrical
granite samples
Group
No.

Cyclic normal force
(MPa)

Frequency
(Hz)

#1

6.37±0.64 (10%)

0.1

#2

6.37±0.64 (10%)

0.2

#3

6.37±0.64 (10%)

0.3

#4

6.37±0.64 (10%)

0.5

6.37±0.64 (10%)

0.8

#6

6.37±0.13 (2%)

0.1

#7

6.37±0.38 (6%)

0.1

#8

6.37±1.02 (16%)

0.1

#9

6.37±1.27(20%)

0.1

#5

Roughness
(𝝁𝒎)

Fracture Roughness: Sa=6.211um,
with a variance of S2=2.617

6.21±2.62

Shear velocity
(um/s)

Surface Topography

Summery
An experimental approach of cyclic shear friction on granite fracture was proposed.

Frequency dependencies of cyclic shear friction was found that high frequency normal force stimulates the
shear slip with a lower frictional coefficient of granite fracture .
High frequency shear friction promotes jumping shear and fatigue failure to create finer powders that
lubricate the shear slip.
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